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Local authorities, colleges, schools and universities

all have a key role in preventing some of our citizens

from being drawn into ‘extremist activities’ and

terrorism.

    The Government’s Prevent duty for public bodies,

embedded in the counter-Terrorism and Security Act

2015, outlines the need for all organisations to have

‘due regard to the need to prevent people from being

drawn into terrorism’.

    Since the new law came into effect there have been

a number of appalling and tragic events leading to loss

of life in Paris, Beirut, Egypt and more recently

Brussels. That’s why it’s imperative that the new

Prevent ‘duty’ is implemented with sensitivity without

alienating a significant section of the community.

    However, many on the left believe, with some

justification, that Prevent and Channel (the mechanism

of delivery) is damaging trust in our society. In reality,

the duty has charged teachers, councillors, government

officials and doctors with monitoring people’s political

and religious views. It’s argued that this has

undermined relationships based on mutual trust and

respect, especially between teachers and students.

Furthermore, it has eroded civil liberties and intensified

religious discrimination against Muslims.

    Hate crime against Muslims has soared by 70 per

cent according to figures produced by the Metropolitan

Police. The Prevent strategy, it is argued, has

contributed to a climate of fear and intimidation

amongst some ethnic minority groups. Muslims make

up 5 per cent of the population, yet figures show that

67 per cent of those referred for suspected

‘radicalisation’ in 2010 were Muslim, including school

children as young as six!

    Critics of Prevent point out that political dissent is

being quelled in the UK. For instance, those

campaigning for a ‘free Palestine’ are being monitored

by M15 in what Liberty, the human rights group, has
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dubbed the ‘biggest spying operation of all times’.

Prevent, it’s maintained, is not making our citizens

safer, but rather fostering an atmosphere of insecurity

while stoking up Islamophobia at a time when the far

right is on the sharp rise both in Britain, the USA and

the rest of Europe.

    But abandoning the Government’s Prevent strategy

is not the way forward. Radical Islam personified by

ISIS and the growth of far right parties such as the

EDL and Britain First poses a real threat to our hard

won freedoms and national security. The threat is real

and not a ‘moral panic’ manufactured by right-wing

red tops. Most terrorism is home-grown and not

imported from the EU. To date there’s been much good

practice which has been adopted by many local

authorities across the UK. Bristol, for example, has

built a successful partnership with the city’s Muslim

population to boost community cohesion, whilst in

Newcastle students and councillors have been

encouraged to visit mosques to find out what Islam

really stands for. Likewise, Cornwall Council has placed

an emphasis on tackling dangerous internet use, while

other examples of ‘best practice’ include Calderdale’s

work with cab-drivers, the use of football to bring people

together in Greenwich, and Birmingham’s work with

schools and FE colleges.

    Too much Prevent work has been delivered by civil

servants or private consultancies in schools and

colleges. It hasn’t worked. Surely, it’s best for teachers

to be given the tools to deliver sensitive, well-prepared

and thoughtful citizenship-type lessons to promote a

better understanding of our multi-ethnic, multi-cultural

society. Rather than just surveillance, the way to tackle

potential ‘radicalisation’ is through education and

learning. Experienced teachers or youth and

community workers with perhaps a social science-

type background should be prepared to challenge the

reactionary ideas of ‘youthful jihadi apologists’ or far

right supporters of the BNP.

    There’s increasing evidence that the ideology of

radical Islam is getting a foothold on many ‘new

university’ campuses and student unions, especially

in London, Birmingham and other urban centres –

ideas that run counter to the ‘British values’ of fairness,

democracy, individual liberty, the rule of law and

tolerance and mutual respect for ‘those with different

faiths and beliefs’. Furthermore, Sadiq Khan, Labour’s

newly elected mayor for London, has pointed out that

the Muslim community in some places needs to take

some ownership of the issue.

    Likewise, we’re also seeing a disturbing rise in ‘anti-

semitism’ in our top universities such as Oxford,

Cambridge, the LSE and York – a situation which the

former Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, has

described as having ‘worrying echoes of 1930s

Germany’. But the rise of anti-semitism is not confined

to higher education: it’s found an outlet in Corbyn’s

new look Labour Party, resulting in the expulsion of

eighteen activists, and the National Union of Students.

    Similarly, there’s disturbing evidence that members

of hard right parties like UKIP and the quasi-fascist

Britain First are infiltrating the teaching profession,

especially in the post-16 sector. A far-right ‘cell’ has

been operating for at least two years in a North East

college and has been subject to a recent investigation

by the Tyne and Wear Anti-Fascist Association, while

a leading CEO in a South-East college is an advisor

to UKIP leader Nigel Farrage! College bosses need to

take on these so-called educators if they are at all

serious in their mission statements to promote equality

and diversity and eradicate race and religious

discrimination as required by law. Moreover they have

a duty of care both to their students and staff. But

above all Ofsted must be given statutory powers to

root out these extremists from the further education

sector: a view endorsed by the prime minister, David

Cameron!

    The Government’s Prevent work on the ground needs

to be reformed, but not abolished if we’re committed

to maintaining safe and secure communities, schools

and colleges in our core cities and towns.


